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ow it is possible to solve the problem of
the origin of the foxhunting in England,
you know, those riders with crimson-red
coats on, with a bunch of dogs which kill the
poor fox like nothing, well, is that sport? I’m
glad it’s finished now.
The origin of it is out of this world, I
think. First, in Bible Eve is “made” out of a
rib of Adam! Now that rib is “räfben” in rotlanguage, spoken at the south of Finland,
the original one, and “räf” is fox, “ben” is
bone, so Eve was “made” from a fox bone.
But, thousands of years ago, here in “Vinland”
(southern part of Finland) we had a custom of
checking young girl’s possibilities to become
mothers, first, they had to be beautiful, then
their vagina was opened and seen through
a “crimson tube”, at sunlight, by three older woman, it had to be crimson red, to be
healthy and also they checked it’s sensibility.
Now this was done at what Tallin was called
then, Reval, but today the writing is wrong, it
should be “Räfval” which means choosing the
fox! (There were other systems to choose the
men, their rods had to be of certain colour
and shape, balls egg shape, etc. etc.)
Both those names are pronounced alike,
that’s why the error in writing. Also in Carelia
there is an old saying that girl´s clitoris is made
out of the tongue of fox. Still some fifty or more
years back pussy vas called “reva” in Helsinki
and around, a reminder to fox. Ladies here in
Finland used to carry a fox skin around their
neck. Also sexy lady is called foxy in England.
So what do we call it when we go “foxhunting” today, dating, and delicate sport?
But without dogs.

One more thing, when we copulate, after
a successful foxhunting, (hohoo) we “reform”
a new baby, but again there is an error in
writing, it should be “räf-forming”, fox forming, since we hope to have another beautiful
foxy girl to born, or a handsome boy. Is this
enough?
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